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MAGNETIC ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 330
It follows from Art. 27 that the potential at P of a thin circular disc, of volume v, area A, uniformly magnetised perpendicularly to its plane is Iva>/A where & is the solid angle subtended by the disc at P.
329.    Magnetic sphere.    Since the attraction or repulsion of a homogeneous solid sphere of volume v and unit density is vjr~, it follows immediately that the potential at P of the same sphere when uniformly magnetised is Iv cos 0/r*9 where r is the distance of P from the centre and 0 the angle r makes with the direction of magnetisation.   The potential of a uniformly magnetised solid sphere is therefore the same as that of a small concentric simple magnet, (called the equivalent magnet), whose moment is M=Iv and whose axis is in the direction of magnetisation.
When equivalent magnets can be determined for two bodies we can at once deduce from Art. 322 their potential energy. In this way we see that the mutual potential energy of two spheres uniformly magnetised in different directions is
— — - (cos i/r — 2 cos 0 cos 0'),
where r is the distance between the centres and ^, 09 & have the same meaning as in the Art. just referred to.
330.    Magnetic   ellipsoid.    Tho   potential   of   an   ellipsoid uniformly magnetised in a given direction can be  obtained at once by using the rule.    The component repulsions of a homogeneous ellipsoid at an internal point are IA#, /!>'//, IQz.    By resolving these in the direction of magnetisation (I, in, n) we find that the magnetic potential at an internal point (f, TJ, £) is
where  A, B,  G are  the  quantities   defined   in   Art.  212.    The components of magnetic force at any internal point arc therefore X**-IAl, T = - IBm, Z = - I On : Art. 41.    These arc constant in magnitude and direction at all internal points. At an external point, the magnetic potential is
V = /
+
+
where A', £', C' and a, b', c' have the meanings defined in Art. 223.

